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Topic selection

• Novelty. A research question that has not been addressed so far

• Relevance. It has to be an important question. A «big» question

• A paper using an exotic estimator with amazing asymptotic

property on a second order problem rarely sees the light…

• Uninteresting question * Fancy technique or estimator = 0



Your paper
Must have a close connection with:

1. economic situations of the most general interest, or

2. economic theory that provides predictions

Testable hypotheses can come from (1), (2) and previous work, 

but also your own observation and intuition



Should I work with someone else?

• Yes! It is much more fun than alone

• Try to work with people who have capabilities that you do not have or 

you can complement theirs

• 2004 Household Characteristics Nepal paper: 648 citations

• 2011 Adaptation in Ethiopia paper:750 citations

• Share the burden 

• You can learn a lot from  other colleagues



Who not to work with: 

Three types of bad co-authors. Avoid them all

•Too busy

•Too incompetent

•Too strategic

•Look at whether that person’s other young co-authors continue 

to work with them..see if that collaboration helped, placement, 

tenure, etc.



Good writing (and Marketing) 

• Publishing your work in good journals depend in large part on 

how well you can present your ideas

• Make your paper concise and easy to read

• Each paragraph should have a designated purpose

• Don’t bog reader down in results

• Be consistent with definitions!



Good writing (and Marketing) 

• The introduction is where the magic happens so it requires more 

time than everything else

• Read and rewrite your introduction any time your open your 

document

• Clarify the contribution/novelty ASAP. “How many inches of your 

text shall I read before understanding what you have done?”



Introduction formula (adapted from Keith Head at UBC)

• Hook: This is where you motivate your work as broadly as possible 

• Question: This is where you clearly state your research question and 

explain how you answer it 

• Antecedents: One-paragraph mini literature review. (Not too long)

• Value Added: Your contributions, and why this deserves to be 

published. (Do not be shy!) 

• Roadmap: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows…(not 

compulsory)



An Example



Titles are important too
• Avoid making your paper sound like a case study: A study of,

Investigations of, Observations on….

• Avoid long titles

• Bramoulle and Ductor (2018) find strong and robust negative relation

between the length of the title of an article and its scientific quality

• Articles with shorter titles are published in better ranked journals

• Title length is negatively associated with the novelty of the article

• Articles with shorter titles tend to receive more citations

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/psychology/novelty


Empirical work
• Identification

• Sources of (exogenous) variation (be open)

• Anticipate (all) the possible alternative explanations/mechanism

• Build your argument

• Robustness checks are everything and lack of space is not a good 

excuse for not providing them

• Supporting material (Do files, data, power analysis, etc.)



• The field moves quickly - no more small case study

• Large data set, large variation across space and time

• My first ERAE (2005) had n = 55 

• Borrow identification strategies from other body of 

(econ) literature 

• Structural approaches (IO literature)



Once the draft is ready

• When you think you are ready to submit the paper, then 

stop and try to shorten it

• Make sure the no typos and grammatical errors

• DO NOT BE IMPATIENT

• You get one chance per paper on a given journal



Once the (copy edited) draft is ready
• Circulate it as widely as possible

• Present it, give seminars go to (virtual and non virtual) 

conferences, as much as you can

• A presentation may serve the function of a round of referee 

reports

• Go through the papers published in the top journals: many 

seminars acknowledged, many people acknowledged..

• Get invited, go at zero cost

• Invite for your department



Journal choice
• Aim high but also be realistic

• Look at your own references 

• What have they published lately?

• You should be willing to submit to new ambitious journals (e.g., 

JAERE)

• If you have an article in a new journal and then it becomes 

good, you will benefit

•Consider special issues if you have work that fits the theme



Submission (ERAE Example)
• Submit online and the review process starts: 

• Oxford University Press editorial office checks the submission 

• ERAE editor has an initial read and decides whether to send to referees 

• or screen/desk reject screen reject is not a failure; it is efficient and saves 

you wasting time 

• If paper sent out then 2 or 3 reviewers get invited

• These depends on how you have positioned the paper 

• Editor takes a decision (on average less than 2 months for ERAE 

submissions) 



Outcomes

• Screen/desk reject (no reviewer reports, less 

than 3 weeks) 

• Reject with reviewer reports

• revise and resubmit



Rejections
• It really hurts when you get a rejection. And the pain of rejection 

will rarely completely go away… 

• Everyone gets rejected (Gans and Shepherd, 1994) 

• Developing an healthy attitude towards it, makes you a happier 

person and a better researcher

• Editors want to publish articles that their readership will think 

are important. They want to publish scientific “news”



• They will desk reject based on both quality and on 

the perceived taste and preferences of their readers

• Editors will sometime have to overrule a positive 

referee -> so don’t get too mad at them when this 

happens



Author’s classic trap

• “My paper is as good as that paper published in the AJAE in 

2007. I can’t believe that the &%*$# editor rejected it”

• Yes, but….The acceptance rate was a lot higher then

• The field moves on!

• You might be comparing your paper to one of the weaker 

papers published…



• Rejections can be good. Sometimes they provide the best 

feedback on your paper

• Use it for improving your paper

• If both reviewers agree on something or find an 

important flaw, address it before resubmitting the paper

• It is valuable feedback. The rest is noise. Breathe 

normally and move forward



Do not fall in love with your paper

• If a paper gets rejected many times then stop and ponder

• It is a good idea with not great data? It is not written well? Why 

“they don’t get it?”

• Do not be afraid to kill or freeze your babies

• Opportunity cost

• Other more exciting projects

• Perhaps get back to it in the future



R&R
• Super good news!

• Make a plan how to respond

• Go through all comments 

• Consider which are most important and spend most time on them 

• Pay particular attention to the Editor’s letter 

• Think that you work with them

• Be cooperative and open J

• Politely argue your case to the referee and the editor 

• Make sure that they don’t think that you are just trying to avoid doing 

more work



• Do everything that the editor asks (even if you think it 

is not necessary…) 

• It is ok to ask the editor questions if you don’t know 

what to do

• It is ok to ask for more time if needed



Conclusions
• Publishing your research in highly ranked journals is very 

important

• The process is not perfect but things are improving 
dramatically (quicker turnarounds, more high quality outlets, 
some journals open to a review piece, pre analysis plan) 

• Do not forget how lucky you are

• You get time to think, read and work on one thing you 
believe is important

• It is a luxury

• It is a great journey 



Thank you

salvatore.difalco@unige.ch


